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The mission of MWingz, as a Joint Venture between Orange and Proximus, is to power the first shared mobile network 

in the best and most efficient way. We are the Magic WINGZ for Orange and Proximus making society fly. 

 

Within MWingz, we make every effort to be a “great place to work” for our approximately 240 colleagues. In our 

diverse and caring organization, you can use your talents to the full, develop yourself further and you will find yourself 

in a culture where you can recharge together with colleagues, and be genuinely proud of our common goal of value 

creation for our clients. 

We offer a flexible and easily accessible working environment in the heart of Brussels, with an attractive remuneration 

package and numerous contemporary and personalized benefits. 

 

We currently have an open position as YOUNG GRADUATE. 

This concerns a vacancy for unlimited duration starting with three consecutive 6 months assignments in various 

domains in the management of the operators’ mobile networks, before taking up a fixed seat. 

 

Your Mission 

As a Young Graduate, you contribute to the management of the operators’ mobile networks by participating in a project 

in one of the following technical domains :  

- Engineering : selecting, testing and specifying guidelines for new hardware, software updates and (5G) 

features; 
- Design : managing the operators’ network deployment plans, following-up on electricity consumption and 

ensuring transmission activities and capacity management; 

- Indoor Build : swapping indoor solutions from Huawei to Nokia equipment and implementing new indoor 

solutions for both operators; 

- Roll-out : swapping macro site equipment from Huawei to Nokia, consolidating both operators’ networks and 

acquiring and dismantling sites, preparing civil works, preparing radio configuration, certifying physical 

acceptance and ensuring all necessary safety, technical documentation and health files are in place. 

- Operations : ensuring the highest network availability, including monitoring, change management, field 

intervention and partner management; 

- Optimisation : continuously improving our network by optimizing (hardware) settings, including pilots for 

introducing new parameters or features; 

- Finance & Support : supporting the technical teams through financial business partnering, sourcing activities, 

legal advice, HR management, communications, IT and facilities, audit, accounting and logistics.  

 

Your profile 

Education: 

You are a young graduate as bachelor or master in telecommunications, without or with very limited work experience.  

Required expertise and skills 

- Open minded and eager to learn 

- Good communicator 

- Rigorous, result oriented 

- Well organized, analytic and synthetic  

- Fluent in English and Dutch and/or French 

 

Interested? 

Please send your motivation letter and CV to human.resources@mwingz.be. 
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